
experience true inner 
peace…


Be nurtured 
in NATURE.



Open up all your senses and free yourself on the dock of your own private 
preserve…where beautiful water birds entertain you.  Vassa will be delighting you 
you the Shirondoa essential oil treatment… opening your chakras.   See the 
graceful water turtles swimming by and watch the otters frolic along the tiny island 
edges.  This is a living meditation experience bringing you into your core self and 
connecting to who you are today.

Begin your mornings with tea and yoga on the end 
of the dock while the sun rises over the pristine 
lake.  Be a part of a very special bird sanctuary…
blend into nature while clearing away what you 
need to and let Vassa lift anything negative away.



Enjoy an incredible unique 
experience as you walk inside the 
sacred Labyrinth…where you go 
deep inside yourself.   

This is a way to really clean and 
clear your past …allowing your 
future life to become illuminated. 

Feel new energy and a clearer 
mind.

Connect deeply with the energy of transformation.  Become nurtured 
inside the arms of this giant mermaid…gazing into the lake and realizing 
that the next part of your life can be shape-shifted into something totally 
different…and that you have the inner strength to form this new way of 
seeing and feeling and being.  Become engaged with this powerful 
Mother water energy and transform the future of your destiny path.



Open yourself inside the ancient 
Agnihotra fire…to connect with your 
ancestors…really feel their support.

Re-energize… inside the sacred copper pyramid and elevate 
your level of being on your true destiny path.

Go deeper 
inside 
yourself 
connecting 
with the 
stone    
spiral 
Destiny 
ceremony. 



Enjoy your stay inside the garden home just completed this year.                                                                           
Two bedrooms, large open kitchen…big private bath and all open to garden views.   

Sit out on the deck  off the kitchen…to enjoy a meal among the flowers…trees and butterflies.

One 3 day experience with Vassa 
and her magical gardens and 
special sacred rituals will truly 
transform your life. 

You will return to your home 
knowing so much more about 
yourself and feeling free of the 
energy that was weighing you 
down…free from those distractions 
and ready to build your new life 
fully empowered. 

Vassa will create a personal 
experience with and for you.  
There are so many creative 
experiences that will enhance the 
quality of your life. 

Live life free…transformed and 
elevated. 

Prior to your trip inside the sacred 
spirit gardens…Vassa…will reach 
out to you and go through your 
specific needs.  There are so many 
great opportunities to chose from.   

Let’s connect ….  386-214-6489


